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In this document Continuity and Resilience refers to Core Integrated

Management Systems Private Limited (CIMSPL), a company established

under the Indian Companies Act 1956, as amended.

This material prepared by Continuity and Resilience is intended to provide

general Information on a particular subject or subjects and is not an exhaustive

treatment of such subject(s). Further the views expressed herein are the

subjective views and opinions of Continuity and Resilience based on such

parameters and analyses which in its opinion are relevant to the Subject .

Accordingly, the information in this Survey is not intended to represent

Accounting, Tax, Legal, Investment, Consulting, or other professional advice

or services. The information and data is not intended to be relied upon as the

sole basis for any decision which may affect either you or your business, before

making any decision or taking any action that might affect your personal

finances or business, you should consult a qualified professional adviser.
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Business Continuity Survey

Executive Summary

1.1 Research Objectives

1.2 Research Methodology

2.1 Profile of Respondents
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2.1.1 Role in Organizations BCM Initiative

2.1.2 Industry Verticals profile

To raise the visibility of Business Continuity in the minds of senior

management.

To study the Business Continuity Management trends in the Indian Sub

Continent.

To study the corporate preparedness as well as the level of maturity.

To be able to use survey results to focus on improvement areas and enhance

commitment to and implementation of an effective BCM-DR

The survey was conducted online with a structured questionnaire that would

require no more than 20 minutes to complete. Senior and middle-level managers

involved in BCM and related areas were contacted and asked to fill the

questionnaire.

18% of the respondents were either decision makers or a part of senior

management.

42% of the respondents were either a part of the corporate level BCM team or

subject matter experts.

26% of the respondents were department representatives / members of BCM

implementation.

Team /staff who have a role to play in BCM / incident management response

plans.

9% Involved only in BCM response and recovery activities.

The remaining 5% were not directly involved / not involved in BCM

initiatives.

The respondents came from diverse industrial sectors.

When upfront with a

calamity, irrespective of

its magnitude, a

robustly structured

and well reviewed

BCM is an

Organisation’s only

way out of the

fiasco.

1
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Financial Services 23%

IT 50.00%

Telecom 13%

Others 14%

Vidur Kohli
Director & CEO

Continuity and Resilience
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Given the high-risk

environment in which we

operate,

by benchmarking

themselves against BCM

global best practices and

standards.

there is

clearly a need for

organizations to

continue raising bar

It is a positive indication that BCM is being implemented in significant numbers

across different industries. The wide spread implementation across industries is

heartening, and is indicative of responsible Corporate Governance, going beyond

implementing BCM just to comply with regulations alone. Additionally, the broad

spread of industries is indicative of good corporate governance. It is heartening

that no longer do organizations implement BCM, just to comply with regulations

(as in BFSI). Response from organizations of different size gives us better

understanding and an opportunity to look into BCM practices across sectors /

industries and organizations.

Over 91% of the respondents sampled were from organizations with more than

100 employees.

The lower incidence of disruptions should not be interpreted as the environment

becoming safer. Existing threats continue to cause frequent disruptions, while new

types of threats are constantly emerging. We have seen incidents like flood at many

places leading to huge disruption. The Pandemic Flu is now a very real threat, with

the potential to infect each and every family and thus organization, causing

widespread disruptions, chaos and business loss. While organizations would

ideally like to increase their preparedness to any and every kind of threat, this is not

always practical or feasible. Hence, the most effective strategy is implementation

of an extremely robust and effective BC plan, which will allow them to respond to

and manage all types of incidents without suffering any catastrophic short-term or

long-term consequences.

Given the high-risk environment in which we operate, there is clearly a need for

organizations to continue raising the bar by benchmarking themselves against

BCM global best practices and standards. The most commonly accepted

benchmark of world class BCM excellence is the BS25999-2:2007 standard;

released by the British Standards Institute, in which India already is possibly

among the top 3 certified countries in the world.

Despite their BCM preparedness, 56.18% of the sample reported at least one

significant business disruption in the last 1 year. The average number of

significant disruptions was 1.03 (compared to 1.07 in 2010, 1.4 in 2009, 1.8 in

2008 and 1.6 in 2007).This indicates that the incidence of disruptions has

actually decreased, contributed to amongst other things ;increased training,

certification, awareness and understanding of the BCM domain along with an

overall higher level of preparedness.

It is also expected that Indian

companies will take global leadership in the recently released ISO 22301 BCM

Standard.

Findings

India SurveyBusiness Continuity
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Dhiraj Lal
Executive Director
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Analysis and Graphs
4.1 Role in Organization's BCM Initiative

4.2 Respondents by Industry Size

4.3 Respondents by Company Size

The respondents came from various industries ranging from IT (43%), Banking

(10.3%), Telecom (20.6%), to other services (12 %) and from other sectors, as

indicated in the figure below. It is a good indication that the BCM is being

implemented in vast proportion across different industries. The wide spread of

industries is heartening, and is indicative of responsible Corporate Governance,

going beyond implementing BCM just to comply with regulations.

Response from organizations of different sizes gave us better understanding and

an opportunity to look into BCM practices being adopted.

9%
10%

11%

70%

Every organization needs

to prioritize mission

critical activities and

understand the timeframe

in which they must be

resumed during a

contingency.

This is a Business

Continuity process, which

is an important piece in

every organization which

cares about their brand,

reputation & market

share.

This can

be achieved only by

conducting a risk

impact assessment.

Prashant Nayak

Regional Director, South Asia
The Walt Disney Company

India Limited

4
Core BCM Team |
Subject Matter Expert

Decision Maker |
Senior Management

Department Representative
in BCM

Others

Not Directly Involved in
BCM Efforts

Involved only in
BCM Response & Recovery

42% 18%

9%
3%

2%

26%

Role of Respondent in the Organisation

Number of Employees

1—100

101—500

501—1000

More than 1000

CFE,BCCS
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4.4 BCM Management
It was seen only 19.2% of the respondents were reporting to a dedicated BCM

team, whereas 25% report to Risk management people, 21.2% to Information

security, 13% to Operations, 10.6% to IT, 5.8% to Corporate Services, and 4.8%

to Quality. A dedicated BCM team with good focus helps in maintaining and

developing more effectively which hitherto seems to be practiced little less in

India.

India SurveyBusiness Continuity

I got my BCM team

trained on this course

last year.

provided by the trainer.

My whole team liked the

training and learned a lot

about BCM.

It is an

excellent training

with the right mix of

activities,

discussions with lot

of insights and

practical examples

Harshwardhan Deshmukh
Associate Director

—Quality, Innovation and Business
COLT Technology

Kamal Bharal
AMBCI, CBCI, CRISC, Bs25999

Lead Auditor

BCM Team

Part of the I.T.

Part of
Corporate Services

Dedicated
Team reporting
directly to

CEO

Part of Risk Management

Part of Operations

Part of the
Quality

13%

6%

4.5 BCM Staffing
85.7% of respondents had at least one BCM certified professional on their staff,

this was 0.7 less than that of the figure in 2010 but one of the reasons could be

because of the increase in head count as 63.2% of organization have reported at

least one head count increase hence these figure indicate that organizations which

were serious about BCM saw BCM certification as one of the ways to enhance

both credibility as well as knowledge and empower the BCM team to do a

competent job.

Increased staffing signifies progressive thinking and maturity. Increase in scope of

work came out as one of the most popular reasons for increase in head count of

BCM staff by the management as 43% respondent considered it as one of the

reasons, organizational restructuring, changes in priorities and increase in staff

were 15.4%, 9.6%, 8.7% respectively and least were understaffing (5.8%),

financial requirements (3.8%) and function outsourced (1.9%).

Better to have a

Business Continuity

Plan and not need

it,rather than to need the

plan and not have it.

Vice President - Accenture

6

Part of
Information
Security

21%

11%
5%

19%

25%



4.6 BCM Policy
68.52% of the organizations had a signed-off business continuity policy in place

as compared to 50% in 2010 and 90.38% have business continuity plan in place in

some form. This is a good figure, since a BCM Policy is essentially a stake that sets

management expectation and drives the appropriate employee compliance.

Keith Tilly
Executive Vice President, Europe

SunGard Availability Services
BCM Policy

Signed off plan

Written
but not
signed

Partial Plan
(started but not
completed)

Informal Plan
(not conforming
to standards)

69%

8%

11%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

Increased
Scope of
Work

43
%

Organisational
Restructuring

15
.4

0%
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In order for any

strategy to be

effective, there must be a

clear understanding of the

processes involved across all

levels of the business, from

the IT department through to

the C-suite.
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BCM Staffing

No Plan

Don’t Know2%
3%7%

Financial
Requirements

3.
80

%

Changes in
Priorities

9.
60

%

Functions
Outsourced

1.
90

%

Under
Staffing

5.
80

%

Increase
in Staff

8.
70

%



4.7 Senior Management's involvement in BCM

This indicates that majority of the organization have a top

management commitment towards BCM.

Nearly 85% of the respondent confirmed their Top management commitment is

reflected by approving and putting in place a BCM Policy.

Policy on the wall/notice board (18%), Policy communicated to all staff via CEO

/sponsor email (41%), 26.2% by speeches and presentations, 55% by participating

in a crisis simulation exercise, 57.29% by management review of BCM at least once

a quarter, or more frequently and participating in all the management review

50.5%, remaining 30.8% felt it is by frequent communication or reference to

BCM, allocating budget for BCM every year (43%) and few other.

India SurveyBusiness Continuity

Jean Jacques L.
BCM Manager

Barclays Bank, Mauritius

0%

10%

20%
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40%

50%
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70%

80%

90%

Approving
the BcM
Policy

85
%

Policy on
the Wall/
Notice

18
%

Policy
communicated
to all the Staff

41
%

Speeches
and
Presentations

26
%

Participating
in all the
Management
Review

50
.5

0%

Frequent
Communication/
Reference
to BCM

30
.8

0%

Allocating
Budget for
BCM every
year

43
%

Others
7%

Management
Review of
BCM

57
.2

9%

Participating
in Crisis and
Simulation
Exercise

55
%

In what ways does your Senior or Top Management play their role in BCM?

I really enjoyed following this 5 day course. Our trainer combined his

vast knowledge of BCM together with his business experience. The

result was that in many cases what we discussed in class could be

easily applied in real life situations. I definitely recommend to

anyone who would like to improve his BCM skills.

In my opinion, the old

proverb:

has

a significance in BCM,

you address the issue

right away and you have

avoided a future

disruption.

A stitch in

time, saves nine

Prashant Mehta
Global Business Continuity Partner

GlobeOp
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4%
16%

80%

4.8 Understanding the Organisation
93.2% (78% in 2010) of the respondents claimed to have created or reviewed the

Business Impact Analysis for their critical business functions in the last 2 years

and 94.23% (80% in 2010) of the respondents claimed to have created or reviewed

the Risk Analysis.

Nearly 5.7% cases had Overseas Regulations(SOX,BasleII) as the primary driver

for implementing Business Continuity Management in the organization.In 34.7%

cases due to requirement from existing and potential customers.In 13.2 cases it

was for protecting the company and ensuring it's long term survival.40.6% cases

were reported due to good corporate governance while 2.8% had other primary

drivers.

Overseas Regulations
(Basel II, SOX etc)

Commitment to Good
Corporate Governance

Customer expectations

Trigger from an accident

Others

To have an edge over others in
terms of performance

To decrease loss to
company assets

40% 13%

6%
3%

3%

0%

35%

The primary driver for implementing BCM in organisations

Respondent comfortable with your understanding of the term MTPOD

Fully Understand

ConfusingDo not understand
the term

4.9 What is MTPOD?
79.8% of the respondents confirmed that they completely understand the term

MTPoD (The Threshold after which an organizational viability is irrevocably

damaged), 16% felt it's confusing and 3.8% confirmed that they do not

understand the term. This is an indicator of understanding of BCM by the people

over the years.

A well conceived and

frequently rehearsed

Business Continuity Plan,

is the only way an

organization can

quickly and

systematically

recover from a

calamity.

A well conceived and

frequently rehearsed

Business Continuity Plan,

is the only way an

organization can

quickly and

systematically

recover from a

calamity.

Brig Ashok Jaitly (Retd)

Pradeep Prasad

Training

PMP, CBCP, MBCI, BCCE

Knight Frank India Pvt. Ltd.

Infrastructure Leader
Delivery Centre India

Strategic Outsourcing Delivery-GD
IBM India
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When planning for an year,

.

When planning for a

decade, .

When planning for life,

.

plant corn

plant trees

train and educate

people

4.10 Developing and Implementing a BCM Response
Amongst the organizations with BC plans, in 17.59% of the cases ,plans were not

signed off which technically makes the plan null and void, since it does not yet

have the sanction, approval and validation of the management. Some of the

techniques for ascertaining plan effectiveness involve management reviews,

independent audit by BCM professionals, third party assessment and external

certifications such as the BS25999 certification from the British Standards

Institute.

Over 50% of the organizations are planning to obtain BCM accreditation for

BS25999, which indicates that organizations are approaching towards measuring

their BCM capabilities in a consistent and recognized manner.

In cases where the organizations did not identify alternatives for relocation and in

the eventuality of the office being inaccessible, organizations understood that

there may be a struggle to identify, negotiate for and comprehensively equip

alternate site at short notice from where operations can commence, leading to

delays in resumption of critical services along with confusion and chaos. There is

also a risk of being branded as an unprofessional outfit. It is strongly advised that

organizations intending to have a high quality BCM programs should identify

alternate recovery locations at the earliest

. This is all the more

critical leading to a possible pandemic flu

outbreak, where the fear of contagion due to

the human-to-human transmission could

result in about 50 percent of the organisation's

workforce choosing not to come into office for

a period of 6 months or more. Managing a

pandemic of this size and scale will require

creation of new procedures, polices, knowledge

transfer, support services, infrastructure and

backup arrangements.

(which could be their own or partner premises at

another location, third party work area recovery services, work at home etc)

India SurveyBusiness Continuity

Chinese proverb
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Resilient, Agile,

Proactive, Responsive,

Innovative, these are the

characteristics that would

define the organization of

the future. BCMS has

helped our

organisation to

think sustainability

in more concrete

terms.

Shikha Rai
Senior Director - Canon

IT QEHS GA
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12.62% of the respondents stated that they have never conducted a crisis

simulation exercises; this is exactly the reason why many of the respondent

organizations, despite of a strong BCM in place, still seem not to have world-class

BCM effectiveness.

83.81% of the respondents confirmed that they use a Call Tree to communicate in

the event of a disaster, of which 23.81% of them stated that the Call Tree is

exercised annually, 38.10% said bi-annually while only 2.86% practiced quarterly

,which indicates that the call tree can be effectively used during the disasters for

communication.

36.9% of the respondent confirmed that the data centers are managed by corporate

office, 13.6% showed that it is managed by Head Office, 21.4% hire fulltime

professional whereas 4.9% hire consultant and 18.4% manage locally.

Amongst the organizations who had DR Plans, in 11.22%(16% in 2010) of the

cases plans were not signed off which technically makes the plan null and void,

since it does not yet have the sanction, approval and validation of the management.

In a country like India

where market conditions

are perennially volatile

and umpteen socio-

economic issues spring

up at the drop of a hat, a

well structured

BCM program is an

organisations

Excalibur when

Pandora opens her

box.

Ratna Pawan
Head - Contingency Risk

HSBC Technology & Services

5%
5%

14%

37%

21%

18%

Manage program from Global HO
with periodic travel to location(s)

Manage program from Corporate Office
with periodic travel to location(s)

Hire full-time BCM professionals at
each key city/location

Manage locally with existing resources
that are not experienced in the discipline

Outcome servises and responsibility to professionally
competent organisations at the location

Hire consultants/independent contractors
at each key city/location, managed by
Company itself

Management of BCM Program at Data Centre | Productiion
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4.11 BCM Budget
55% of the respondent confirmed IT infrastructure for Disaster Recovery and

outsources alternate site is one of the component that comprise their BCM Budget

(31.4), 47.6% confirmed the component was full time BCM staff, 21.9% for

consultants, 25.7% for maintenance of emergency center and emergency supplies,

30.5% for internal recovery site, 31.4% for software and licenses, 26.7% for

notification/alert systems, 47.6% for conducting exercises/training/awareness and

34.3% felt that their organization does not have specific budget for BCM.

Overall these figures show organization's average BCM expense heads were the

cost of part-time or full-time trained and competent BCM resources, other BCM

resources, some additional headcount, testing, exercising, training and

certification.

Business continuity is not

a project with a beginning

and ending date, it is a

program to be

managed

indefinitely.

India SurveyBusiness Continuity
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C. Kajwadkar

The BCM Plan is a

document that a BCM

Professional develops

and hopes that he/she

doesn’t have to use.

Hence the

importance of

testing the BCM

Plan – which

ensures its

currency, accuracy,

completeness and

correctness i.e.

overall
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4.12 Exercising, maintaining & reviewing BCM arrangements
The survey showed, 88.23% of the organizations test their BCM plans at least

once a year. 44.8% (32% in 2010) of the organizations surveyed involve in their

BCM tests and exercises public authorities such as the fire, municipal, police,

medical and emergency services and 41% (30% in 2010) keep them informed of

the BCM policy.

This indicates that organizations in India now realize the importance of

coordinating with external agencies in order to ensure effectiveness of their crisis

management plan but this practice needs to increase as it reduces the response time

of these authorities when they are aware of the needs of the organization. However,

19% of the respondents stated that their organizations do not yet, have established

relationships with external agencies.

In cases where the

organizations did

not identify

alternatives for

relocation and in

the eventuality of

the office being

inaccessible

leading to

delays in

resumption of

critical services

along with

confusion and

chaos.

,

organizations understood

that there may be a

struggle to identify,

negotiate for and

comprehensively equip

alternate site at short

notice from where

operations can

commence,

Khushru B. Sidhwa
Senior Vice President

Audit, Risk Management
and Compliance

HDFC Standard Life
Insurance Company Pvt. Ltd.
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4.13 Benefits accruing to Organisations with BCP
80% the respondents confirmed that they conduct IT-DR drill at least once a year,

indicating that organizations are looking at exercising their DR to check the

effectiveness of plans to meet business requirements. However 28% of the

respondents confirmed that they did not involve vendors during testing and

exercising which eventually does not reflect a complete picture of the effectiveness

gauged during testing and exercising. As compared to 2010 where Approx. 15% of

the respondents had not revisited their risk assessment even once in the previous 2

years, In 2012 this percentage has tremendously gone down to 6.73% and similarly

a good decrease in BIA review which was 13% in 2010 to 8.70% in 2012 has been

observed. This reduction is positive but still alarming, particularly since BIA is the

heart of a business continuity program, and possibly the most critical element of

developing an effective BCM strategy.

Clearly, many of these organizations would benefit from a formal BCM

implementation and review methodology, such as that proposed by the BS25999

Standard. Nearly 66.3% respondents felt that the certification was to meet or

exceed recovery time objectives, 38.5% felt it was for increased employee morale,

58.7% felt it was to note during the events how to minimize customer disruptions

and employee discomfort, 52.9% felt it was to note minimal or no impact to the

facility and 20.2% felt it was to note how to avoid potential legal action, save

reputation and organization money was 45.2%.

BC Plan is perhaps the only plan of its type that one

develops and hopes that he/she never has to use it (or

the most of it). How do we check the accuracy, currency, and

completeness of such a plan? That is through Testing and

Exercising only! This also helps to establish that the BC Plan is ‘fit for

purpose.

India SurveyBusiness Continuity
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Benefits that were noted as a result of activating your BCM

Luv Chaturvedi
Chief Risk Officer

Reliance Capital Limited
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Conclusion
The survey results point that even though there is growing awareness

of BCM in India; its growth appears to be stunted due to oblivion

towards the understanding of precisely what a well structured BCM

program entails.

The proactive approach of the Senior Management to embrace BCM as

an integral part of the business strategy, often turns futile as the

required yardsticks for measuring proper implementation of BCM is

not given much importance, also the paucity of dedicated resources

and manpower deflects the BCM towards I.T Disaster recovery rather

than being a holistic program with broader implications.

It is evident from the aforementioned survey results that BCM is an

essential ingredient in the organization's strategy - a critical function

essential for the long-term survival and growth of the organization,

vital for maintaining market leadership and creating a competitive

advantage. Noticeably, BCM leads to enhanced loyalty and market

share, in turn resulting in higher revenues and profits; therefore is a

revenue generator, not just a sunk cost or unnecessary overhead cost.

The need of the hour is to increase awareness and branding in BCM. In

a country like India where market conditions are perennially volatile

and umpteen socio-economic issues spring up at the drop of a hat, a

well structured BCM program is an organisations Excalibur when

Pandora opens her box.

Plan ahead, it wasn’t

raining when Noah

built the ark.

5

For an interactive discussion on the implications of the

survey and its relevance to your organization, please contact

ceo@continuityandresilience.com
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Continuity and Resilience’s mission is to be a partner of choice for their

clients, who value them for their thought leadership, innovation and

customer centricity and to help their clients become resilient & sustainable.

Continuity and Resilience is a boutique Management Consulting Company

which offers implementation support, consulting and advisory, professional

certification, assessment, audit and training in the areas of

Business Continuity Management

Crisis Management

Sustainability/Green IT

IT Disaster Recovery
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SunGard Availability Services delivers secure, resilient IT infrastructure and

organisational availability services through a unique combination of scalable,

managed IT production environments and workplace recovery centers, with the

added benefit of remote access solutions for your workforce: Connected via our

private network across our multiple locations, and all supported by experience

gained from five decades of keeping businesses resilient.

Information Availability you can trust - SunGard Availability Services

understands how vital Information Availability is to protecting key operations,

servicing customers, preserving reputation, maintaining profitability and

engendering stakeholder confidence. Over 9,000 customers in North America,

Europe and Asia trust us to keep their people and information connected - with a

significant presence in India.

Workplace Recovery (WAR)

Consulting & Software

Backup & Replication

Managed Recovery Program

Cloud Recovery
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